
WOOD-ULTREX® IMPACT  
WINDOWS AND DOORS

IMPACT PRODUCTS

POLYVINYL BUTYRAL (PVB) or 
DUPONT™  SENTRYGLAS® 
PLUS (SGP) INTERLAYER

ENERGY EFFICIENT 
AIRSPACE FRAMED 
BY METAL SPACER BAR

GLASS



IMPACT DOUBLE HUNG, CASEMENT, AND AWNING WINDOWS

IMPACT POLYGONS AND ROUND TOPS

IMPACT SWINGING FRENCH DOORS

IMPACT SLIDING FRENCH DOOR

IMPACT windows are engineered to remain airtight, watertight and secure even during driving rains and heavy 
winds. Clean sightlines and generous proportions enhance any view and the rich wood interiors can be painted or stained to match any 
interior. Standard or special sized products with matching transoms and picture units enable multiple configurations in certified factory 
mulled assemblies. IMPACT windows are storm-ready when locked with no additional fasteners required.

Swinging French Doors
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CN 26 28 30 50 54 60

65 1P 1P 1P 2P 2P 2P

68 1P 1P 1P 2P 2P 2P

70 1P 1P 1P 2P 2P 2P

80 1P 1P 1P 2P 2P 2P

ISFD - Sliding French Door
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CN 50 60 80

65 2P 2P 2P

68 2P 2P 2P

70 2P 2P 2P

80 2P 2P 2P

Swinging French Door Transoms*
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CN 36 72

16 X X

* Inswing transoms not offered as factory mulled. 

ISFDTR - Sliding French Door Transom
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CN 72

16 X

Performance Grade Rating:   PG +55/-55

Performance Grade Rating:   PG +55/-65

Performance Grade Rating:   PG +55/-65

Your views shape up beautifully with 
IMPACT Polygons and Round Tops that 
weather the elements season after season, 
for years to come. These dynamic windows 
are a great way to top off any project.

Octagon Circle (RT27)

90˚ Rectangle True Half above 
Springline (RT2)

Isosceles Triangle Eyebrow above 
Springline (RT6)

90˚ Triangle Left Quarter 
Round (RT7)

Pentagon True Half (RT1)

Trapezoid Right Quarter 
Round (RT8)

The 8' height and wide stile and rails of 
the IMPACT Swinging French Doors 
add dramatic detail to the home, inside 
and out. Choose the best fit with single 
and dual panel configurations. Even after 
hundreds of sunsets, the swinging doors 
never get old. The adjustable hinges on the 
Outswing French Door can be specified 
to color match the door’s exterior finish 
or to complement PVD finished handle 
sets which offer the highest corrosion 
resistance available. The swinging door 
hardware is available in a variety of painted 
and PVD finishes. 

IMPACT Sliding French Doors allow 
you to enjoy the majesty of nature from 
inside and out. 8' heights and dramatic 
styling make this door a stunning addition 
to any home, while a dual point lock and 
effortless glide mean accessing your 
surroundings is never difficult. A variety 
of handle set finish options are available, 
including three Physical Vapor Deposition 
(PVD) finishes in Satin Nickel, Oil Rubbed 
Bronze and Brass.

Double Hung Windows

+  Low profile sash locks provide smooth operation
+   Both sash easily tilt and remove for easy cleaning
+  Robust sill nose and 13.5˚sloped sill also ensure proper water management
+  Rich wood interior is ready to stain or paint

Casement and Awning Windows

+  Stationary, operating and transom picture units available
+  Rich wood interior is ready for stain or paint
+  Reliable hardware prevents sagging and allows for easy cleaning
+  Stainless steel hardware package for corrosion resistance available
+  Folding handles available in five finishes

Performance Grade Rating:   PG +55/-55

Performance Grade Rating:   PG +55/-55



For more information visit IntegrityWindows.com

CERTIFIED MULLS

DIVIDED LITES

GLAZING

HARDWARE FINISHES

SAFETY, SECURITY AND SERENITY

INTERIOR FINISH

ULTREX FIBERGLASS 
EXTERIOR FINISH*

IMPACT ZONES

All factory mulled* IMPACT (IZ3) assemblies are certified 
to perform at the PG level of the lowest rated unit in the 
assembly meeting air, water, and structural requirements per  
AAMA 450-06. The mulls available for IMPACT products differ 
from the non-IMPACT assemblies.
* Certified factory mulling is not available on inswing doors. 

Simulated Divided Lites (SDL) and Simultated 
Divided Lites with spacer bar (SDLS) are available 
in several patterns or in customer specified equal 
divided lites. Removable Wood Grilles allow 
for a custom look and easy cleaning.

The Ultrex® pultruded coating system is the first and only finish to  
be AAMA 624-10 verified.

* IMPACT Round Tops use the same acrylic cap finish, but are not Ultrex and not AAMA 624-10 verified.

Safety meets energy efficiency. Choose from Low E2 insulated 
glass with argon gas or for warmer climates where solar heat gain 
is a concern consider Low E3 with argon gas.

Integrity’s IZ3 products feature laminated glass. If the glass is broken, 
the glass fragments adhere to a vinyl interlayer inside the frame. The 
laminated glass also provides a strong barrier against forced entry 
and cannot be cut from one side only, which renders glass cutters 
useless. Even a 8' 2x4 shot at the glass at 50' per second won’t  
get through. 

+  Products meet International Building Codes for many coastal 
States, from Rhode Island to Florida to Texas

+ Design pressures approach 65 psf for negative loads
+  Stands up to wind-borne debris test 8' long  

2 x 4 stud shot at 50' per second
+ Extensive +/- pressure testing (9000 cycles)
+ Withstands winds up to 140 mph

Standard Bare Wood

Stone White

BrassPVDWhite

Bronze

Cashmere

Satin  
NickelPVD

Almond Frost

Evergreen

Pebble Gray

Oil Rubbed 
BronzePVD

Ebony

White Pre-finish

Marvin® brands are dedicated to producing  
enduring energy-efficient products in ways  
that will support a sustainable future.
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